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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Let g be a finite-dimensional restricted Lie algebra over an
algebraically closed field of characteristic p ) 0. Every simple g-module is
U  wfinite-dimensional and therefore admits a character x g g see SF,
x. UTheorem 5.2.5 . Conversely, for any such linear form x g g , there exists
 .a finite-dimensional algebra u g , x which is a quotient of the universal
 .enveloping algebra U g and whose simple modules are exactly the simple
modules for g with character x . Because of this fact, these algebras play
an important role in studying the representations of g. In particular, the
 .restricted g-representations coincide with the u g , 0 -modules.
Every finite-dimensional restricted simple Lie algebra over an alge-
braically closed field of characteristic p ) 7 is either classical or of Cartan
w xtype BW . For a classical Lie algebra g , the representation theory of
 . w xu g , x was first studied by Kac and Weisfeiler WD, KW , and further
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w x w xdeveloped by Friedlander and Parshall FP1, FP2 . Recently, Premet P2
proved a conjecture of Kac and Weisfeilder on the dimension of the simple
 .u g , x -modules by using support varieties. On the other hand, for re-
stricted Lie algebras of Cartan type a classification of the simple g-mod-
 .  .  . w xules is given for g s W 1, 1 , H 2, 1 , and W 2, 1 C, Ko1, Ko2 . Unlike
the situation for classical Lie algebras, it is not even known in general how
 .to compute the number of simple u g , x -modules.
In this paper we study the representation and cohomology theory of
 .  .u g , x for the toral rank one Cartan type Lie algebra g s W 1, 1 . The
 .dimensions of the projective indecomposable u g , x -modules are deter-
mined as well as the multiplicities of their composition factors. We also
compute the orbits of characters under the action of the automorphism
group. This provides a complete picture of the isomorphism classes of the
reduced enveloping algebras. Moreover, support varieties for simple
 .u g , x -modules are computed. We hope our results lend some insight
 .into the general picture of the representation theory of u g , x for other
restricted Lie algebras of Cartan type.
1.2. Notation. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic
 .p ) 3, and let W [ W 1, 1 be the p-dimensional Z-graded restricted
 < 4simple Witt algebra with basis e y 1 F i F p y 2 . The Lie bracket andi
p-mapping are given by
w xe , e s j y i ? e ; y 1 F i , j F p y 2, .i j iqj
 4 w p xwhere e [ 0 if i q j f y1, . . . , p y 2 and e [ d ? e for any y1iq j i i0 i
F i F p y 2.
It will be useful to consider the p-subalgebras
W [ ke [ ??? [ ke ; y 1 F i F p y 2.i i py2
In this way W is a Z-filtered Lie algebra. The subalgebra W is strongly0
solvable with maximal torus ke and p-unipotent radical W . Moreover, W0 1 i
is p-unipotent for every 1 F i F p y 2 because W w p x s 0. We will also1
 .need the p-subalgebra s [ ke [ ke [ ke which is isomorphic to sl 2y1 0 1
with its Borel subalgebras b "[ ke [ ke .0 "1
Let x g W U. The centralizer of x in W is defined as
x < w xW s x g W x x , W s 0 . 4 .
It is easy to verify that W x is a p-subalgebra of W. In order to classify the
 . w x  .simple u W, x -modules, Strade S defines the height r x of x by
< <r x [ min i y 1 F i F p y 2 and x s 0 4 . Wi
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 .  .  .if x e s 0 and r x [ p y 1 if x e / 0. The height of x is apy2 py2
very useful invariant for studying the representation and cohomology
 .theory of u W, x .
1.3. Simple W-Modules. We quickly review Chang's description of the
 .  w x. U  .simple u W, x -modules see also S . First consider x g W with r x
 .s y1, 0, 1. Observe that r x s y1 if and only if x s 0. In all these
cases x vanishes on the p-unipotent radical W of W . In particular, W1 0 1
 .acts trivially on every simple u W , x -module. Hence the isomorphism0
 .classes of simple u W , x -modules are in one-to-one correspondence with0
the weights
pp<L x [ l g k l y l s x e . .  . 40
 .  .If r x s y1, 0, then L x coincides with the prime field of k. The
 .u W ,x -module corresponding to the weight l is given by k [ k with0 l
action
e ? 1 [ l ? 1, e ? 1 [ 0 ;1 F i F p y 2.0 i
 w x.As in the case of Lie algebras of classical type see FP1, Proposition 1.5 ,
 .every simple u W, x -module is a homomorphic image of a x-reduced
Verma module
V l, x [ InduW , x . k s u W , x m k .  .uW , x . l uW , x . l0 0
 .for some l g L x . Except for the restricted case all reduced Verma
 .modules are simple, and the unique maximal submodules of the re-
stricted Verma modules can be determined by a straightforward computa-
 w x.tion cf. Fe1, III.3.2 .
 .  .  .  wWith the exception of V 0, x ( V p y 1, x for r x s 0 see C,
x.Hilfssatz 7 , the reduced Verma modules are isomorphic if and only if the
corresponding weights coincide. Hence the isomorphism classes of simple
 .  .u W, x -modules are in one-to-one correspondence with L x unless
 .r x s 0.
w X x U  .THEOREM A C, Hauptsatz 2 . Let x g W with r x s y1, 0, 1.
 .  .i If r x s y1, then there are p isomorphism classes of simple
 .u W, x -modules. These modules are represented by the one-dimensional
 .  .tri¨ ial W-module, the p y 1 -dimensional module V p y 1, x r
 .  .Soc V p y 1, x , and the p-dimensional modules V l, x for l suW , x .
1, 2, . . . , p y 2.
 .  .ii If r x s 0, then there are p y 1 isomorphism classes of simple
 .  .u W, x -modules each of dimension p and represented by V l, x for l s
0, 1, . . . , p y 2.
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 .  .iii If r x s 1, then there are p isomorphism classes of simple
 .  .u W, x -modules each of dimension p and represented by V l, x for l g
 .L x .
The reader should be made aware that the statement that there are p
 .  . wisomorphism classes of u W, x -modules when r x s 0 given in S,
x  .  .p. 601 is not correct. The simple u W, x -modules in the case of r x s
 .  .W1y1, 0, 1 will be denoted by S l if l is the eigenvalue of e on S l .0
 .  .For the other cases when 1 - r x - p y 1, the simple u W, x -mod-
ules are given by the following result.
w x U  .THEOREM B C, Hauptsatz 1; S . Let x g W with 1 - r x - p y 1.
 .Then up to isomorphism there is a unique simple u W, x -module S repre-
sented by
u W , x m k , . uW , x . xs
w  . x  .where s [ r x r2 and k is the one-dimensional simple u W , x -module.x x
In particular, dim S s psq1.k
 .  .Finally, in the case r x s p y 1, every simple u W, x -module is also a
 . py1r2 wsimple u W , x -module and thus has dimension p C, Satz 3, 5; S,0
xpp. 601]602 . Moreover, Chang determined the number of isomorphism
 . w X x classes of simple u W, x -modules in this case C, Hauptsatz 3 see also
w x.S, pp. 602]604 .
U  . xTHEOREM C. Let x g W with r x s p y 1. Then W is one-dimen-
sional.
 . xi If W is a torus, then there are p isomorphism classes of simple
 . py1r2u W, x -modules each of dimension p .
 . xii If W is p-unipotent, then there are p y 1 isomorphism classes of
 . py1r2simple u W, x -modules each of dimension p .
w x xIt follows from the proof of the corollary on p. 604 in S that dim W sk
1. Since W x is a p-subalgebra of W, it is either a torus or p-unipotent. A
x  wdirect computation shows that W s ke with e f W see G, Lemma0
 .x. w x4.14 3 . One can now apply P1, Lemma 4 with another straightforward
 w x. xcomputation see the proof of G, Lemma 4.15 to prove that W is
p-unipotent if and only if there exists an automorphism h of W such that
  ..   .. wx h e s 0 for y1 F i F p y 3 and x h e / 0. In light of C,i py2
X xHauptsatz 3 , the latter statement holds if and only if there are p y 1
 .isomorphism classes of simple u W, x -modules.
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2. PROJECTIVE MODULES AND CARTAN INVARIANTS
This section will be devoted to determining the projective indecompos-
able modules and to calculating their composition factors for the algebras
 .u W, x .
2.1. The projective indecomposable modules of a finite-dimensional
associative k-algebra are in one-to-one correspondence with the simple
 .  .  .  .modules via the map P S ª P S rRad P S ( S. The map P S ª
 .  .  .P S rRad P S ( S is essential, so P S is the projective cover of S. If S
w xis a simple module, then M : S will denote the number of times S
appears as a composition factor of M. Moreover, if L is a set of
w x w xw xrepresentatives for the simple modules we will let M s  M : S SS g L
denote the formal sum of composition factors of M in the Grothendieck
w  . X x Xgroup. In particular, P S : S for S, S g L are called Cartan in¨ariants.
 .  .In the case r x s y1, 0, 1 we will denote by P l the projective cover of
 .  .  .the simple u W, x -module S l for any l g L x .
w  . x2.2. r x s y1 . For g a finite-dimensional restricted simple Lie
algebra of Cartan type the projective indecomposable modules and Cartan
 .invariants for u g , 0 can be determined up to knowing information given
 w x.by the Lusztig conjecture see N1, HN1, HN2 . In particular, it was shown
 .  .that u g , 0 has one block. Since r x s y1 is precisely the case when
w xx s 0 we have by N1, Proposition 3.3.1 .
 .THEOREM A. The dimensions of the projecti¨ e indecomposable u W, 0 -
modules and their composition factors are gi¨ en as follows:
 .  . py2  . py2i dim P l s 2 p for l s 0, p y 1, and dim P l s p fork k
l / 0, p y 1.
 . w  .x py4w  .x  py2 py4  .x. py4w ii P l s 4 p S 0 q  2 p S m q 4 p S p yms1
.x1 for l s 0, p y 1.
 . w  .x py4w  .x  py2 py4w  .x. py4w  .xiii P l s 2 p S 0 q  p S m q 2 p S p y 1ms1
for l / 0, p y 1.
 .In particular, u W, 0 has one block.
 .  .The simple u W, 0 -modules S l have simple socles upon restriction to
 .  .  . <u s , 0 . Let P l be the projective cover of the socle of S l . The nextss
result provides an explicit realization of the projective indecomposable
 .u W, 0 -modules.
 .THEOREM B. The projecti¨ e indecomposable u W, 0 -modules can be
realized as follows:
 .  . uW , 0. uW , 0.y yi P l ( Coind k ( Ind k for l / 0, p y 1.ub , 0. l ub , 0. lq1
 .  . uW , 0.  .ii P l ( Ind P l for l s 0, p y 1.us , 0. s
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 . w xProof. The first isomorphism in i follows by N1, Theorem 1.3.6 ,
 .  .because V l, 0 is a simple u W, 0 -module for l / 0, p y 1. Moreover,
wthe second isomorphism is an immediate consequence of Fe2, Corollary
x  .1.2 . Now let l s 0, p y 1. According to Theorem 2.2A, dim P l sk
py2 uW , 0.  .  .2 p . Furthermore, Ind P l is a projective u W, 0 -module ofus , 0. s
py2  .  .dimension 2 p because P l is a projective u s , 0 -module of dimen-s
uW , 0.  .sion 2 p. The result will follow if Ind P l has simple head isomorphicus , 0. s
 .to S l . By Frobenius reciprocity and the knowledge of the composition
 .  .factors of S l as a u s , 0 -module, we have for l s 0, p y 1,
Hom InduW , 0.P l , S m ( Hom P l , S m .  .  .  . . .uW , 0. us , 0. s us , 0. s
k , m s l
(  0, m / l.
uW , 0.  .  .  .Hence, Ind P l has simple head isomorphic to S l , and part iius , 0. s
follows.
w  . x2.3. r x s 0 . We will now show that the representation theory of
 .  .u W, x for r x s 0 is somewhat similar to that of the case when
 .r x s y1.
 .THEOREM. If r x s 0, then the dimensions of the projecti¨ e indecom-
 .posable modules and the Cartan in¨ariants of u W, x are gi¨ en as follows:
 .  . py2  . py2a dim P 0 s 2 p and dim P l s p for all l / 0.k k
 . w  .x py4w  .x py2 py4w  .xb P 0 s 4 p S 0 q  2 p S m .ms1
 . w  .x py4w  .x py2 py4w  .xc P l s 2 p S 0 q  p S m for l / 0.ms1
 .In particular, u W, x has one block.
 4  .Proof. Let l g 0, 1, 2, . . . , p y 2 and let P l be the projective covers
 . <  .  .of S l which still remains simple over s . Note that x e / 0 ands y1
 .  . <x e s 0 s x e , so that x is a regular nilpotent character for s. Thiss0 1
 4  . <  . <means that for any m g 0, 1, . . . , p y 1 , S m is simple and S m (s s
 X. < X w xS m where m s p y 1 y m FP1, Proposition 2.3 . We remark that thes
isomorphism between s and sl is given by F ¬ e , H ¬ 2 e , and2 y1 0
E ¬ e .y1
 . uW , x .  .  .Consider the module Q l [ Ind P l . Since P l is a projectiveus , x . s s
 .  .  .u s , x -module, it follows that Q l is a projective u W, x -module.
Furthermore,
Hom InduW , x .P l , S m ( Hom P l , S m .  .  .  . . .uW , x . us , x . s us , x . s
k , m s l, lX(  0, otherwise.
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The preceding calculation shows that
¡P 0 , l s 0 .
p y 1 p y 1
P , l s~  /Q l ( 2.3.12 2 .  .
p y 1
XP l [ P l , l / 0, . .  .¢ 2
 .  .  . wFor l / p y 1 r2, dim P l s 2 p and dim P p y 1 r2 s p FP1,k s k s
x  .  .Proposition 2.3 . Therefore, we have verified part a for l s 0, p y 1 r2.
<  .Now observe that x s 0, so u W , x is a local algebra. This impliesW 11
dim kW1 py2  .that p s p divides the dimension of every projective u W, x -
 .  . py2module. Combining this fact with 2.3.1 shows that dim P l s p fork
 .l / 0, p y 1 r2.
 .  .  .If l s 0, p y 1 r2, then P l ( Q l . By using transitivity and exact-
w  . xqness of induction along with the fact that u W , x m k s0 ub , x . py1r2
py4w x p k we havemg L x . m
p y 1 p y 1
uW , x .P s Ind Pus , x . s /  /2 2
uW , x .s Ind kq py1r2ub , x .
qs u W , x m u W , x m k .  . .uW , x . 0 ub , x . py1r20
py4s p u W , x m k . uW , x . m0
 .mgL x
py2
py4 py4s 2 p S 0 q p S m . .  .
ms1
w  .x w uW , x .  . w uW , x . x wMoreover, P 0 s Ind P 0 s 2 Ind k FP1, Propositionqus , x . s 0ub , x .
x2.3 . The argument above can now be used to show that
py2
py4 py4P 0 s 4 p S 0 q 2 p S m . .  .  .
ms1
w  .x w  . xThis completes the computation of P 0 and P p y 1 r2 .
 .Now suppose that l / 0, p y 1r2. Since u W, x is a symmetric alge-
bra, we have for m s 0, p y 1r2,
P l : S m s P m : S l .  .  .  .
¡ py42 p , m s 0~ p y 1s
py4p , m s .¢ 2
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Therefore, in order to finish the proof, it suffices to show that
w  .  .x py4P l : S m s p for l, m / 0, p y 1r2.
 .  .  .For l g L 0 with l / 0, p y 1, Let S l [ V l, 0 be the simple
 .  .u W, 0 -module corresponding to the weight l. Furthermore, let P l be
 .  .  .U  .the projective cover of S l . Suppose that P l m P m ( P l m
 .U  .P m as u W, 0 -modules for l, m / 0, p y 1. Then by Theorem 2.2A,
py4p s P l : S m .  .
s dim Hom P m , P l .  . .k uW , 0.
Us dim Hom k , P l m P m .  . .k uW , 0.
Us dim Hom k , P l m P m .  . .k uW , 0.
s P l : S m . .  .
 .  .UThis shows that our problem reduces to proving that P l m P m (
 .  .U  .P l m P m as u W, 0 -modules for all l, m / 0, p y 1.
 .  .U uW , 0.   .U .yObserve that P l m P m ( Ind k m P m by Theoremub , 0. lq1
 .  y .  .U2.2B i . Let i be the injective u b , 0 homomorphism from k m P mlq1
uW , 0.   .U .  y .y¨ Ind k m P m . We will construct a u b , 0 homomorphismub , 0. lq1
 .U  .  .Us from k m P m to P l m P m in the following way. Sincelq1
 .  y .ySoc S l ( k , there exists an injective u b , 0 homomorphismub , 0. lq1
 .  y .r : k ¨ S l . Let s be the u b , 0 homomorphism defined by r m idlq1 1
 .U  .  .Ufrom k m P m to S l m P m .lq1
 . <  . <  . <  . <Next we have S l ( S l and P m ( P m . This impliesW W W W0 0 0 0
 .that for any simple u W, 0 -module L,
U UHom S l m P m , L ( Hom l m P m , L .  .  . .  .uW , 0. uW , 0.0
U( Hom l m P m , L . .uW , 0.0
U( Hom S l m P m , L . .  . .uW , 0.
 .  .U  .  .UTherefore, S l m P m ( S l m P m because both modules are
projective with the same projective summands appearing using the com-
.  .putation above . Let s denote the u W, 0 isomorphism between these2
modules.
 .  .  .   ..Let a be the u W, x homomorphism from P l ¸ P l rRad P l
 .  .  y .  y .( S l . Since S l is a projective u b , x -module, there exists a u b , x
 .  .monomorphism b from S l into P l such that a ( b s id. Set s [ b3
m id.
Finally, let s [ s (s (s . The universal property of induction shows3 2 1
 . uW , 0. ythat there exists a u W, 0 homomorphism C from Ind k mub , 0. lq1
 .U .  .  .UP m to P l m P m . The dimensions of the two modules are the
same. Therefore, to show that they are isomorphic, it suffices to prove that
C is surjective.
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 .  .U  .First we claim that Im s generates P l m P m as a u W, 0 -mod-3
 .  .ule. This will follow by showing that Im b generates P l as a u W, x -
 .  .module. Consider b ( r : k ¨ P l as a u t , 0 -module homomor-lq1
X  .phisms. Let i be the injective u t , 0 homomorphism from k tolq1
uW0 , 0.  .Ind k . The universal property of induction yields a u W , 0 -map dut , 0. lq1 0
uW0 , 0.  .  .  .from Ind k to P l . Since P l is the projective cover of S l as aut , 0. lq1
 .  .  .  .u W , 0 -module with S l rRad S l ( k , it follows that a : P l ª0 lq1
 . XS l is an essential epimorphism. Now observe that b ( r s d ( i , thus
a ( b ( r s a (d ( iX. But, a ( b s id, so r s a (d ( iX. Suppose that Im b
 .  .does not generate P l as a u W , 0 -module. Therefore, d cannot be0
X  .surjective which implies that Im a (d ( i : Rad S l . This is a contradic-
 .tion because Im r is not contained in Rad S l . Hence, Im b generates
 .  .  .P l as a u W , 0 -module, and also as a u W, x -module.0
 .To complete the proof observe that S l is generated by Im r as a
 .  .  .Uu W, 0 -module. Therefore, S l m P m is generated by Im s as a1
 .  .u W, 0 -module. Since s is an isomorphism and Im s generates P l m2 3
 .U  .  .  .UP m as a u W, 0 -module, it follows that Im s generates P l m P m
 .as a u W, 0 -module. Hence, C is surjective.
w  . x  .2.4. r x s 1 . We will show that for r x s 1 all the projective
 .indecomposable u W, x -modules have the same dimension and the same
composition factors.
 .THEOREM. If r x s 1, then the projecti¨ e indecomposable modules and
 .the Cartan in¨ariants of u W, x are gi¨ en as follows:
 .  . uW , x .  .  .a P l ( Ind k for e¨ery l g L x . In particular, dim P lq l kub , x .
s p py2.
 . w  .x py4w  .x  .b P l s  p S m for e¨ery l g L x . In particular,mg L x .
 .u W, x has one block.
 .  .  .Proof. Observe that x e / 0 and x e s 0 so that u s , x is0 1
semisimple. This means that there are p pairwise non-isomorphic simple
 .  . <  . w xu s , x -modules given by S l , for l g L x FP1, Corollary 2.2 . Bys
transitivity of induction and Frobenius reciprocity we have
Hom InduW , x . k , S m .q /uW , x . lub , x .
( Hom InduW , x . Indus , x . k , S m .q / /uW , x . lus , x . ub , x .
( Hom S l , S m .  . .us , x .
k , m s l
(  0, m / l.
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uW , x .  . uW , x .Therefore, Ind k has a simple head S l . Moreover, Ind k isq ql lub , x . ub , x .
 . us , x .qprojective as a u W, x -module because Ind k is projective as aub , x . l
 .u s , x -module and induction takes projective modules to projective mod-
 . uW , x .ules. Hence, P l ( Ind k .q lub , x .
In order to prove the second assertion, we can use transitivity and
exactness of induction to see that
qP l s u W , x m k .  . ub , x . l
qs u W , x m u W , x m k .  . .uW , x . 0 ub , x . l0
py4s p u W , x m k . uW , x . m0
 .mgL x
py4s p S m . .
 .mgL x
Hence, the second assertion holds and the above formula shows that
 .u W, x has one block.
w  . x  .2.5. 1 - r x - p y 1 . Let S be the unique simple u W, x -module
given in Theorem 1.3B, and let P be its projective cover.
 .THEOREM. If 1 - r x - p y 1, then the projecti¨ e indecomposable
 .modules and the Cartan in¨ariants of u W, x are gi¨ en as follows:
 . pysy1 w x py2 sy2w x w  . xa dim P s p and P s p S where s [ r x r2 .k
 .  .b If r s 2, 3, then P ( u W, x m St where St is a p-dimen-us , x .
 .sional projecti¨ e simple u s , x -module.
p  .  .  .Proof. Since p s dim u W, x s dim S ? dim P , the first asser-k k k
 .tion follows immediately from Theorem 1.3B. Furthermore, u W, x
 .m St is a projective u W, x -module because St is a projectiveus , x .
 .u s , x -module. Also, if r s 2, 3, then this module has the same dimension
<as P because St is p-dimensional. Note that for all x there always existss
w xsuch a p-dimensional projective simple module FP1, Sect. 2 .
It would be nice to have an explicit realization of the projective inde-
 .  .composable u W, x -modules for 3 - r x - p y 1.
w  . x2.6. r x s p y 1 . The following theorem is a re-interpretation of an
w xargument given in Fa, p. 83 by using Theorem 1.3C.
 .THEOREM. If r x s p y 1, then the projecti¨ e indecomposable modules
 .and the Cartan in¨ariants of u W, x are gi¨ en as follows:
 . x  .a If W is a torus, then e¨ery simple u W, x -module is projecti¨ e. In
 .particular, u W, x is semisimple.
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 . x  .b If W is p-unipotent, then e¨ery simple u W, x -module with one
exception is projecti¨ e. The remaining simple module L has a uniserial
projecti¨ e co¨er of dimension 2 p py1r2 with two composition factors both
 .isomorphic to L. In particular, u W, x has p y 1 blocks.
3. ORBITS OF CHARACTERS
3.1. Conjugation Results
In this section we will compute the orbits of characters under the action
 .of the automorphism group Aut W . For classical Lie algebras one can
identify the Lie algebra with its linear dual via the Killing form. This
identification allows one to obtain a Jordan]Chevalley decomposition for
characters. For the nilpotent characters, there are finitely many orbits
under the action of the ambient algebraic group provided the characteris-
tic of the field is good. We will see that this is not the case. The number of
 .coadjoint orbits under Aut W for the Witt algebra will depend primarily
on the parity of the height of the character.
We should also remark that if x and x X are characters in the same
 .  .  X .Aut W -orbit, then the algebras u W, x and u W, x are isomorphic.
Therefore, knowledge of conjugacy classes provides information about the
module theory of the algebras. Consider the following family of characters
 .x of height r where a g k. If r is odd and r / 1, let s s r y 1 r2 anda
define
0, i / r y 1, s
x e s 3.1.1 .  .1, i s r y 1a i 
a, i s s.
If r is even or r s 1, then set
0, i / r y 1
x e s 3.1.2 .  .0 i  1, i s r y 1.
U  .  .THEOREM. Let x g W , r [ r x , and G [ Aut W .
 .a If r is e¨en with 0 F r F p y 3 or r s 1, then x is G-conjugate to
x .0
 .b If r is odd with 3 F r F p y 2, then x is G-conjugate to x fora
 < 4some a g k. Moreo¨er, x a g k forms a complete set of inequi¨ alenta
representati¨ es for the G-orbits of characters of height r.
Proof. The automorphism group G s T h U where T is a one-dimen-
w xsional torus and U is a unipotent algebraic group Wil . Recall that G acts
U  . .  y1 . Uon W by g ? x w s x g ? w where g g G, x g W , and w g W.
U  .Let x g W , r s r x , and 0 F r - p y 1. By using the action of the
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 .torus T we may assume that x e s 1, thus reducing the problem tory1
finding u g U such that u ? x s x for some a g k. This is equivalent toa
 .  .showing that for some a g k there exists u g U such that x u ? w s x wa
for all w g W.
 w xAn automorphism u g U arises from an automorphism s g Aut k x ru
 p..  .  . 2 3 py1x where s 1 s 1 and s x s x q b x q b x q ??? qb x , bu u 2 3 py1 j
 . y1g k for j s 2, 3, . . . , p y 1 set b s 1 . For any w g W, u ? w s s ws .1 u u
One can express
py2
ju ? e s e q a ej j k k
ksjq1
 . jfor j s y1, 0, 1, . . . , r y 2. Moreover, observe that x u ? e s a q a ?a j ry1
a j. On the other hand,s
sy1e s x s u ? e x .  .  . .u j u j
py2
js e q a e x .j k k /ksjq1
py2
jq1 j kq1s x q a x . k
ksjq1
 . rTherefore, x u ? e can be found by taking the coefficient of the x -terma j
y1  . sq1in s e s x and adding it to a times the coefficient of the x -term.u j u
One can prove by induction that
jq1y1 y1s e s x s s x .  . . .u j u u
py2y1 y1= 1 q 2b s x q ??? q p y 1 b s x .  .  . . /2 u py1 u
3.1.3 .
 .for j s y1, 0, 1, . . . , r y 2. Let a [ x e for j s y1, 0, 1, . . . , r y 2 andj j
y1 . 2 py1  .s x s x q c x q ??? qc x set c s 1 .u 2 py1 1
 .Now assume that r s 1. Equation 3.13 shows that a s 2b . There-y1 2
fore, x is G-conjugate to x . To handle both the even and odd cases0
 .  .simultaneously we abide by the following conventions for r / 1 . If r x
 .is even, then set s [ r y 2 and a [ 0. On the other hand, if r x is odd,
 .  . then set s [ r y 1 r2. Then by using 3.13 there exists f a, b , . . . ,j 2
. b , c , . . . , c g k for j s y1, 0, . . . , s and f b , . . . , b ,ry jq1. 2 ry jq1. j 2 ry jq1.
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.c , . . . , c g k for j s s q 1, . . . , r y 2 without constant term such2 ry jq1.
that
a s r y j b q j q 1 c q f a, b , . . . , b , c , . . . , c ; .  .  .j ryj ryj j 2 ry jq1. 2 ry jq1.
3.1.4 .
for j s y1, 0, . . . , s.
a s r y j b q j q 1 c q f b , . . . , b , c , . . . , c .  .  .j ryj ryj j 2 ry jq1. 2 ry jq1.
3.1.5 .
 y1 ..that j s s q 1, . . . , r y 2. Furthermore, by using the fact that s s xu u
 .s x, it follows that there exist g b , . . . , b , c , . . . , c g k withoutj 2 jy1 2 jy1
constant term such that
b s yc q g b , . . . , b , c , . . . , C . 3.1.6 . .j j n 2 jy1 2 jy1
for j s 2, 3, . . . , p y 1.
Suppose that r is even. We can recursively find b , c , b , c , . . . , b ,2 2 3 3 py1
c satisfying the equations above as long as r y j / j q 1, or j / r ypy1
1r2. This condition is always satisfied because r is even, thus x is
G-conjugate to x .0
 .r y 1On the other hand, suppose that r is odd and r / 1. Then s s . In2
particular, by similar reasoning as above we can find b , . . . , b , c , . . . ,2 sy1 2
 .c satisfying Eq. 3.1.5 for a , a , . . . , a . The equation involvingsy1 sq1 sq2 ry2
 .a given in 3.1.4 iss
a s r y s b q s q 1 c q a q h b , . . . , b , c , . . . , c . .  .  .s rys rys 2 rysy1 2 rysy1
3.1.7 .
With an appropriate choice of a g k, this equation can be satisfied by
some b and c . One can then recursively find b , . . . , b , c , . . . , crys rys 2 py1 2 py1
 .which satisfy 3.1.4 . Hence, x is G-conjugate to x .a
Finally suppose that x is G-conjugate to x X . One can set x s x X anda a a
 .  .use Eqs. 3.1.5 and 3.1.6 . Since a s a s ??? s a s 0, it followsry2 ry3 sq1
that b s c s 0 for j s 2, 3, . . . , r y s y 1. This will imply that b sj j rys
 .  .  .X Xyc , and by 3.1.7 , x e s a s a s x e . Hence, x s x and therys a s s a s a a
proof of the theorem is complete.
U  .3.2. Centralizers. Let x g W . Observe that the definition of r x
implies that W : W x. The next proposition calculates the centraliz-r  x .q1
ers for the canonical orbit representatives of characters as listed in
Theorem 3.1.
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PROPOSITION. Let 0 / x g W U.
 .  .  . xa If r x is e¨en and 0 F r x F p y 3, then W s W .r  x .q1
 . xb Let x [ x with r s 1. Then W s ke [ W .0 0 2
 .  .c Let a g k, 3 F 4 [ r x F p y 2 odd, and s [ r y 1r2. Thena
1 3 2 3k e q a ? e q a ? e [ W , s s 1 .1 2 42 8xaW s 1 k e y a ? e [ W , s ) 1. .2 ry1 rq12
 .  . w xProof. a If r x is even, the argument in S, p. 604 shows that
x  .  . wW s W . For b and c , according to the proof of G, Lemmar  x .q1
 .x xa r 4.14. 2 , W rW is one-dimensional with basis x s  j e j s 0 forrq1 iss i i i
.i - s or i ) r which satisfies the equations
r
w x0 s x x , e s j j y i x e .  . . a j i a iqj
iss
for all y1 F j F s y 1. From the definition of x , it immediately follows0
that j s 0 if s s 0. Furthermore, by the definition of x ,1 a
2 j y s a ? j q 2 j y r q 1 ? j s 0 .  .sy j ry1yj
for all y1 F j F s y 1. In particular, the first summand is non-zero only if
j F 0. Hence,
s q 2 a ? j q r q 1 ? j s 0, .  .sq1 r
sa ? j q r y 1 ? j s 0, .s ry1
2 j y r q 1 ? j s 0 . ry1yj
for all 1 F j F s y 1. If s s 1, the assertion follows from the first two
equations. If s G 2, then one can conclude from 3 F r F p y 2 that
 .2 j y r q 1 k 0 mod p for every 1 F j F s y 1. Then we obtain from the
third equation that j s 0 for all s q 1 F j F r y 2. Since r F p y 2, thej
first equation yields j s 0. Finally, the result follows by using the secondr
 .equation and s s r y 1 r2.
4. SUPPORT VARIETIES
4.1. Let g be a finite-dimensional restricted Lie algebra and x g gU.
 . n  .For any two u g , x -modules M and N, let Ext M, N be the nthug , x .
2 ?  .extension group of M by N. The commutative ring R [ Ext k, k isug , 0.
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a finitely generated k-algebra. Furthermore, for any finite-dimension
 . ?  .u g , x -module M, Ext M, M is a finitely generated R-moduleug , x .
w x < <  .FP1, Sect. 6 . Let g [ Spec RrJ where J is the annihilator of RM M M
?  .on Ext M, M .ug , x .
< <There exists a natural finite morphism F : g ª g of varieties. Thek
< <image of g under F is given byM
< w p x <  4x g g x s 0 and M is not projective j 0 4k x
w x  < < .FP1, Theorem 6.4 . The goal of this section will be to compute F W M
 .for simple W-modules M. In particular, this enables us by using c M sW
 < < . w x  .dim F W FP1, Remark 6.3 to determine the complexity c M for aM W
simple W-module M. Since many of the simple W-modules are induced,
the following proposition will be used extensively.
PROPOSITION. Let h be a p-subalgebra of a finite-dimensional restricted
U  .Lie algebra g and x g g . Moreo¨er, let M be a finite-dimensional u h , x -
Ã ug , x .module and M [ Ind M. Thenuh , x .
 .  < < .  < < .a F g : F h .ÃM M
 .  < < .  < < .b F g s F h .Ã ÃM M
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram
rU? ?6 Ã Ã .  .S g Ext M , Mug , x .
6
i
6
U ??
6 Ã . . Ext M , MS h uh , x .
where the right-hand vertical arrow is the isomorphism given by using
Frobenius reciprocity. Here, i is the map induced by the inclusion h ¨ g
? U 2 ? ? Ã Ã .   . .  .and r is composition S g ª H u g , k ª Ext M, M . Let I Ãug , x . M
 .  < < .be the kernel of r and V I be the associated variety. Then F g sÃÃ MM
? Ã ? U .  .  .V I . Now let K be the annihilator of Ext M, M in S h .Ã ÃM M , M uh , x .
y1 .The commutativity of the diagram shows that i K : I . Therefore,Ã ÃM , M M
 < < .  y1 .. wF g : V i K . Furthermore, by an argument given in Ben, p.Ã ÃM M , M
x181 , it follows that
y1 < < < <V i K : F h l F h . . Ã .  . .Ã M MM , M
 .Hence, the proof of part a is complete. The inclusions above also show
 < < .  < < . w  .x  < < .  < < .that F g : F h . By FP1, Proposition 7.1 a , F h : F g ,Ã Ã Ã ÃM M M M
 < < .  < < .thus F g s F h .Ã ÃM M
 .A more general statement of part b of the above proposition can be
w x w  .  .xfound in Fa, Proposition 3.4 which in view of FP1, Proposition 7.1 a , b
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 .is an immediate consequence of our result. Part a is a stronger version of
w xFa, Corollary 3.5 because there are no additional hypotheses on the Lie
 w x.algebras g and h see also FP1, Remark 7.5 .
w  . x4.2. r x s y1 . The computation of the support varieties for all
wsimple restricted modules of the Witt algebra was first done in LN,
xTheorem 5.4 . This result is given below.
THEOREM A. The support ¨arieties and the complexities of the simple
 .u W, 0 -modules are gi¨ en by
¡Aut W ? e for l s 0, p y 1 . y1
p y 1
W for l / 0, , p y 1~ 1< <F W s .Sl. 2
p y 1
W for l s¢ 2 2
p y 1 for l s 0, p y 1¡
p y 1
p y 2 for l / 0, , p y 1~c S l s . . 2W
p y 1
p y 3 for l s .¢ 2
The computation of the support varieties for all restricted Verma
 .modules V l, 0 is provided in the following theorem. This result will be
used in the proof of Theorem 4.3.
THEOREM B. The support ¨arieties and the complexities of the restricted
 .Verma modules for u W, x are gi¨ en by
p y 1¡
W for l /1 2~< <F W s .V l , 0. p y 1
W for l s¢ 2 2
p y 1¡
p y 2 for l /
2~c V l, 0 s . .W p y 1
p y 3 for l s .¢ 2
Proof. Let x g W . Then2
k xk 1 m 1 [ k e m 1 : V l, 0 . .  .  .l y1 l
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 .  . <Since dim V l, 0 s p, it follows that V l, 0 cannot be projective.k xk
 < < .  .Hence, W : F W . Also, note that Proposition 4.1 a impliesV l, 0.2
< < < w p xF W : x g W x s 0 s W . 4 .V l , 0. 0 1
 .Now let x s a e q y where 0 / a g k and y g W . Since dim V l, 0 s1 2 k
 .  . py1  .p, V l, 0 is projective as a u kx, x -module if and only if x V l, 0 / 0.
w xBy using Fe1, III.3.1 , one can see that
0
yiV l, 0 s k e m 1 .  .[ y1 l
 .isy py1
 . py1  .is a graded u W, 0 -module. Therefore, x V l, 0 / 0 if and only if
py1  .e V l, 0 / 0. The latter condition holds if and only if l s p y 1r21
  .  ..  < < .i.e., V l, 0 is the Steinberg module for s ( sl 2 . Hence, F W V l, 0.
 .  < < .  .s W for l / p y 1 r2, and F W s W for l s p y 1 r2.V l, 0.1 2
w  . x4.3. r x s 0 . We now compute the support varieties of the simple
 .  .u W, x -modules when r x s 0. Observe that the result is somewhat
similar to the restricted case as the proof is dependent on looking at
 .s ( sl 2 .
 .THEOREM. If r x s 0, then the support ¨arieties and the complexities of
 .the simple u W, x -modules are gi¨ en by
p y 1¡
W for l /1 2~< <F W s .Sl. p y 1
W for l s¢ 2 2
p y 1¡
p y 2 for l /
2~c S l s . .W p y 1
p y 3 for l s .¢ 2
w  .xThe reader should be made aware that Fa, Theorem 5.1 3 claims that
 < < .  .  .F W s W for all l g L x in the case when r x s 0. ThisSl. 1
p y 1 . <statement is false because S is isomorphic to the Steinberg modules2
p y 1 . .  w x. <for s ( sl 2 see FP1, Proposition 2.3 . Therefore, S is projec-k e2 1
 < < .p y 1 .tive, and thus e f F W . By the same reasoning as above, the first1 S 2
w  .x  .inclusion in Fa, Theorem 5.1 1 does not hold for r x s 0.
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 . <  . <  .Proof. Observe that S l ( V l, 0 for every l g L x . There-W W0 0
 .fore, by Proposition 4.1 b we have
< < < < < < < <F W s F W s F W s F W . .  .  .  .Sl. Sl. V l , 0. V l , 0.0 0
The result now follows by Theorem 4.2B.
w  . x4.4. r x s 1 . We will now prove that the support varieties of the
 .  .simple u W, x -modules for r x G 1 begin to show some generic behav-
ior.
 .THEOREM. If r x s 1, then the support ¨arieties and the complexities of
 .  < < .   ..the simple u W, x -modules are gi¨ en by F W s W and c S l s pSl. 2 W
 .y 3 for all l g L x .
 < < .Proof. By the same reasoning as in Theorem 4.2B, W : F W :Sl.2
W . Suppose that x s a e q y where 0 / a g k and y g W . The mod-1 1 2
ules
0
yiS l s k e m 1 .  .[ y1 l
 .y py1
 .  .are graded u W , x -modules. Since S l is p-dimensional and graded, it0
 . <  . <follows that S l is projective if and only if S l is projective. Butk x k e1
 . <  . <x e / 0, so that x is regular semisimple and S l is projective. Thiss s0
 < < .  < < .implies that x f F W and F W s W .Sl. Sl. 2
w  .  . x4.5. 1 - r x - p y 1, r x even . The following result is already
w x w  .xcontained in G, Theorem 4.16 and also in Fa, Theorem 5.1 3 . We
w xinclude a proof following the ideas in G since it will be used in an
essential way in the proof of Theorem 4.6.
 .  .THEOREM. If 1 - r x - p y 1 and r x is e¨en, then the support
 .¨ariety and the complexity of the simple u W, x -module S are gi¨ en by
 < < .  .  .F W s W and c S s p y r x y 2.S r  x .q1 W
 .Proof. Let r [ r x . Since r is even, s s rr2. The inclusion W :rq1
 < < . w  .xF W was shown in Fa, Theorem 5.1 1 . In order to prove the reverseS
 .  < < .inclusion, we consider x f W . By Proposition 4.1 a , F W : W , andSrq1 s
therefore we may assume that x g W . Hence x s  py2 j e with j / 0s ism i i m
and m G s G 1.
<Since W is a p-ideal of W and x s 0, it follows from Engel'sWr 0 r
 .theorem that W acts trivially on every simple u W , x -module which isr 0
 .  .  .therefore a simple u W rW , x -module where x e [ x e for every0 r
e g W .0
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Suppose that m - r y 1. Then 1 F r y 1 y m F p y 2, and further-
 .more, r y 1 y 2m k 0 mod p because r is even. This implies that
w x.  .  .x x, e s j ? r y 1 y 2m ? x e / 0. Consider the p-subalge-ry1ym m ry1
bra H [ kX [ kY [ kZ of W rW where X [ x, Y [ e , and Z0 r ry1ym
w xw x[ x , e . Since 1 F m F r y 2 and r G 2, we have X, Z s 0,ry1ym
w x w x w p x w p x w p xY, Z s 0, X, Y s Z, and X s Y s Z s 0. Hence, H is a three-
 .dimensional Heisenberg algebra with trivial restriction map. But x Z / 0,
 .  .so up to isomorphism there is a unique simple u H, x -module SH
 . <represented by u H, x m k . It is easy to see that S isk XukY[k Z, x . x H
<projective. Therefore, M is projective for every finite-dimensionalk x0
 . w  .x  < < .u W , x -module M . By FP1, Proposition 7.1 a , x f F W .S0 0
Suppose now that m s r y 1. Consider the p-subalgebra M [ kT [ kX
w xof W rW where T [ e and X [ x. Since 2 F r F p y 2, we have T , X0 r 0
 . w p x w p xs r y 1 ? X / 0, T s T , and X s 0. So M is the two-dimensional
 .  .non-abelian Lie algebra. But x X s j ? x e / 0, so there exists ary1 ry1
 .simple module of dimension p. Therefore u M , x is semisimple. Hence
<  .as above, M is projective for every finite-dimensional u W , x -modulek x0 0
 < < .M , thus x f F W .S0
w xFinally, suppose that m s r. By C, Satz 3 there is only one isomor-
 .  .phism class of simple u W , x -modules represented by S [ u W , x0 0 0
 .m k and therefore S ( u W, x m S . Since x acts trivially onuW , x . x uW , x . 0s 0
S and r G 2, one can show by induction that0
x py1 ? en m s .y1 0
py1w xp y 1 !? 1 m x , e ? s if n s p y 1 . y1 0s 4.5.1 . 0 if 0 F n - p y 1
w x pand every s g S . From 2 F r F p y 2, we conclude that x, e ? s s0 0 y1 0
w x. p w x.  .  .x x, e ? s for ever s g S and x x, e s yj ? r q 1 ? x ey1 0 0 0 y1 r ry1
 . py1/ 0. Hence 4.5.1 implies that x S ( S . Moreover, by a straightfor-0
k x wward computation, one can see that S ( S . Then it follows from Fe2,0
x <  < < .Propositions 2.6 and 5.1 that S is projective, and thus x f F W .k x S
w  .  . x4.6. 1 - r x - p y 1, r x odd . The following theorem provides
 < < .inclusions for the support variety F W . The result is slightly strongerS
w  .xthan the results given in Fa, Theorem 5.1 1 with a more direct proof.
 .  .THEOREM. If 1 - r x - p y 1, r x is odd and S is the simple
 .u g , x -module, then
< <W : F W : a x q y : a g k , y g ke [ W , 4 .  .Sr  x .q1 r r  x .q1
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where x s e q ry1 j ? e and the s elements j , . . . , j g k ares issq1 i i sq1 ry1
w x.uniquely determined by the s linear equations obtained from x x, e s 0 fori
 .  .  .0 F i F s y 1. Moreo¨er, p y r x y 2 F c S F p y r x y 1.W
 . w  .xProof. Let r [ r x . The first inclusion is just Fa, Theorem 5.1 1 . In
order to prove the second inclusion, we consider x f W . As in the proofrq1
of Theorem 4.5, we can assume that x g W , i.e., x s  py2 j ? e withs ism i i
j / 0 and m G s G 1.m
Assume m - r y 1. Then the proof of Theorem 4.5 shows, except when
 .  < < .m s r y 1 r2 s s, that x f W . In the latter case, we may assumeS
r w x.that x s e q  j ? e . It remains to show that if x x, e / 0 fors issq1 i i i
 < < .some 0 F i F s y 1, then x f F W .S
w x.Suppose that x x, e / 0. Consider the p-subalgebra M of W rW0 0 r
w p xgenerated by T [ e and X [ x. Then T s T , and the p-ideal I of M0
generated by X is abelian and has trivial restriction map because I :
w x. w x. w xW rW and s G 1. Since x T , X s x e , x / 0, SF, Corollary 5.7.6s r 0
 .  .shows that up to isomorphism there is a unique simple u M , x -module
 .S represented by u M , x m k . Since S m k is a restrictedM u I , x . x M yx
w x xkX-module, Fe2, Propositions 2.6 and 5.1 in conjunction with Lemma 2.2
imply that S is projective which shows as in the proof of Theorem 4.5M < k X
 < < .that x f F W .S
w x.  .Suppose now that x x, e / 0 for some 1 F j F s y 1 if s G 2 .j
Consider the p-subalgebra N of W rW generated by X [ x and Y [ e .0 r j
Then N is nilpotent with trivial restriction map. Let I denote the p-ideal
w x. w x. wof N generated by Y. Since x X, Y s x x, e / 0, SF, Corollaryj
x  .  .5.7.6 shows that up to isomorphism there is a unique simple u N, x -
 .module S represented by u N, x m k . It is easy to see thatN u I , x . x
k X py1 py1 .  .  .S m k ( k X m 1 m 1 ( X S m k . Hence we ob-N yx x yx N yx
 < < .tain as above that x f F W .S
If m s r y 1 or m s r, then one can use the same argument as in the
 < < .proof of Theorem 4.5 to conclude that x f F W which finishes theS
proof of the theorem.
The conjugation result in Subsection 3.1 shows that for the odd case it is
enough to consider the characters x for some a g k to calculate thea
support varieties. We prove for the character of smallest possible odd
height that the support variety of the simple module is W x.
 .  .  .EXAMPLE. Consider x s x for r [ r x s 3 i.e., s s 1 . Then x e0 2
 .  .s 1 and x e s 0 for every i / 2. According to Proposition 3.2 c , wei
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have W x s ke [ W . Let x [ a e q y with a g k and y g W . There-1 4 1 4
fore,
n
nyn nynnn nx ? e m 1 s y1 e ad e x m 1 s 0 .  .  . . 0 x 0 0 x /n
ns0
 .m .  .m ..because ad e x g W and x ad e x s 0 for every non-negative0 1 0
 py1 . k x k xinteger m. Moreover, e e y 1 m 1 g S . Hence, dim S G p q 1y1 0 x k
< xwhich implies that S is not projective. We can conclude that W :k x
 < < .F W .S
 < < . xIt remains to show that F W : W . According to Theorem 4.6, thisS
<will follow by showing that S is projective for x [ e q j e q y wherek x 1 3 3
k e0  py1 .0 / j g k and y g W . Since S s k e y 1 , a direct computation3 4 0 0
k x <shows that S ( S , thus S is projective.k x0
w  . x  .4.7. r x s p y 1 . The final case to consider is when r x s p y 1.
 .THEOREM. If r x s p y 1, then the support ¨arieties of the simple
 .u W, x -modules are gi¨ en as follows.
 . x  .a If W is a torus, then the support ¨ariety of any simple u W, x -
 4module is 0 .
 . x  4b If W is p-unipotent, then the support ¨ariety is 0 for all simple
 .   ..  < < .u W, x -modules except for L see Theorem 2.6 b . Moreo¨er, F W sL
W x.
 .  .Proof. Part a immediately follows from Theorem 2.6 a because in
 .  .this case u W, x is semisimple. For part b , without a loss of generality
 .  .we may assume that x e s 0 for y1 F i F p y 3 and x e / 0 byi py2
using the argument after Theorem 1.3C. By a direct calculation one can
x  . yshow that W s ke . Consider the modules M [ u W, x m k andy1 ub , 0.
 . yyN [ u W, 0 m k. By comparison the b -actions one can see thatub , 0.
< y < yM ( N .b b
 < < .  .Now suppose that e f F W . Then N is projective over u ke , 0 ,My1 y1
 .and thus projective over u W, 0 by the universal property of induction.
Since there is an epimorphism from N onto k, there is an epimorphism
 .from N onto the projective cover P 0 of k. In view of Theorem 2.2A, this
 . py2is a contradiction because dim P 0 s 2 p ) dim N. Therefore, ek k y1
 < < .g F W .M
 .Since all simple u W, x -modules except for L are projective, it follows
that
< < < <F W : F W . .  .M L
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 < < .  .Furthermore, dim F W s 1 by Theorem 2.6 b . Since L is simple andL
 < < .  < < .hence indecomposable, F W must be a line. Consequently, F W sL L
ke .y1
w x4.8. Gottman G conjectured that for every finite-dimensional re-
stricted Lie algebra g and every x g gU the following holds:
< < < < xF g s F g l g . .  .D M k
M simple
For the case when x s 0, the above statement is always satisfied. Premet
w xP4 has shown that for a Lie algebra g of a connected reductive algebraic
group G with G1. simply connected and p good for the root system of G
the above conjecture holds. One main ingredient in his proof is that under
the above assumptions g satisfies Richardson's property which according to
w xP4, Lemma 3.7 is not the case for the Witt algebra W. Furthermore, he
w xprovides a counterexample to the conjecture P3, 3.6 . Namely, for an
appropriate character x of a toral extension of the three-dimensional
Heisenberg algebra g , one has
< < < < xF g ­ F g l g . .  .D M k
M simple
The results in this section in conjunction with Proposition 3.2 verify this
conjecture in all cases for W except when the character has odd height
larger than one. An interesting problem would be to provide conditions on
the Lie algebra and the character which would ensure the validity of this
conjecture.
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